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The Message Is the Same,
But We Can’t Be

E

Because of another year
with admirable results
with high amounts of
man-hours, apprentices,
probationary
members
and organizing new members, but no major course
ERIC DEAN
correction in the areas of
General President
deficiency, I met with the
general officers, and a recommendation was made by the GEB to the GEC to equip
our international for the repositioning of local unions,
district councils and staff to better meet the demands
our union faces.
One area of significance is to assign one staff person, General Organizer Colin Millard to serve as an
auditor and as an assistant to my office. The
constitution allows my office this power and
on behalf of all three general officers, we
will not only enforce the constitution, we
will point out areas of neglect and recommended actions for improvement.
Since the development and implementation of the Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) in 2007, all local union strengths and
weaknesses are measured in a consistent manner. It
was a great way to start. We have seen overall favorable
results, but feel it’s time to hold everyone more accountable for improving our industry at each local. We used
the KPIs to champion the well-performing locals, but
failed to correct the locals not improving market share.
We also will check the assessments to make sure we look
at each local through a single person’s objectivity instead
of 19 different individuals.
As we review all past KPIs’ assessments on file, we
will be knocking on locals’ doors to seek improvement
in areas of deficiency. Our international will respect each
local’s autonomy and democratic governance, however,
we will not sit back if areas of deficiency lead to a detriment to our great union.

Eric Dean
General President, 1051885
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ach year when we set the schedule for our magazine
content for each month, I look back on last year’s
message to not be repetitive. Unfortunately, today’s
message is the same from last year: We must expand
our membership with experienced, knowledgeable and
competent reinforcing ironworkers.
As mentioned before, our union as well as society
will see massive retirements as the baby boomer generation heads for retirement. Coupled with the rapidly
rising construction spending, energy opportunities and
the promise of massive infrastructure spending in the
United States and Canada, the demand now and the
foreseeable future is for ironworkers who are rodbusters
and post-tensioning specialists.
Many locals pride themselves on turning out wellrounded JIWs, mastering all facets of our trade. I
have seen most locals that do this training find
our members gravitate toward one area of
ironworking expertise. I know there are
great journeymen who claim they can do
it all; if you’re honest, most members find
one skill they prefer and become accomplished at. Some never leave the iron pile
or structural steel, some drift toward finish
work, others toward miscellaneous metals, some
industrial and heavy rigging, others in fabricating shops
and some to the rod patch and post-tensioning work.
Our union recently has put extra effort to increasing
members as reinforcing ironworkers and welders.
Given all the advances in concrete construction, current demand is even greater. Last year, I asked JATCs
and TICs to consider running specialized classes geared
toward ramping up our efforts relating to reinforcing.
Unfortunately, too many are busy just keeping up their
routine to meet the regular demand across the board.
In my message in the January 2017 magazine, I wrote
about recruiting those with experience in the open-shop
ironworking industry.
The articles in this issue highlight the strengths of
our members and contractors in reinforcing. While
I am proud, I am not satisfied with where we are. I
promised I would lead and follow my instincts from
what I have learned throughout my career as an ironworker and a labor leader.
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mnipro Services, with Local
290 (Dayton, Ohio) on the
project, provided comprehensive
construction support and construction site services for the Ohio
Department of Transportation
for the Jeremiah Morrow Bridge
replacement project, an $88.1
million project completed in the
fall of 2016. The project, located
between Columbus and Cincinnati,
replaces the high-level bridges on
Interstate 71 just outside Wilmington. Existing deck truss bridges
were replaced with a concrete
cast-in-place segmental box structure using the balanced cantilever
method of construction.
The original bridges were a
pair of parallel continuous truss
bridges spanning the Little Miami
River Gorge in Ohio between Fort
Ancient and Orgonia. The bridges,

named for Governor Jeremiah
Morrow, first opened for public
transportation in 1965 and carried
two lanes of traffic each way.
The old deck truss bridges were
a modified Warren Truss design
and have undergone major rework
since their inception in 1965
because of significant slope failures.
The design and age of the bridges
were approximately the same as
the I-35W Mississippi River Bridge,
which collapsed in 2007, prompting
the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) to begin its plan to
replace the existing structures.
The original set of bridges served
60,000 vehicles a day, but could
not support a truck over 120,000
pounds. Omnipro Services had
proposed to replace the
existing structures with
a concrete, cast-in-place,

segmental box structure using the
balanced cantilever method of construction. According to Omnipro,
the construction was complicated
and demanding because of the
bridges steep embankments and
lack of roadway systems underneath. The new design would
accommodate the so-called super
loads that the old bridge could not.

JULY 2017
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In June 2010, ironworkers
from Local 290, working for J&B
Steel, partnered with prime contractor Kokosing, along with
post-tension supplier SchwagerDavis Inc. and design engineer
HNTB, to undertake the historical
bridge replacement. The Jeremiah
Morrow Bridge was the tallest and
longest span bridge in Ohio at 239
feet high and 2,240 feet long, sparking a lot of excitement, honor and
enthusiasm for everyone involved.
This was the first cast-in-place, concrete segmental box girder structure
owned by the Ohio Department of
Transportation (ODOT).
Construction began over the
scenic Little Miami River in July
2010 and was scheduled to be a six

6

year, $90 million
project. The sixspan twin bridges
have three 440foot long main
spans, one interior span of 416
feet, along with
side spans of 270
and 229 feet. The
top of the deck is
elevated 239 feet
above the valley
floor. A variable
depth, single cell,
box girder cross section with cantilevered deck overhangs, provides a
52-foot wide bridge deck to accommodate two 12-feet wide traffic
lanes, a 12-foot wide emergency
lane and two shoulders with widths
of 6 and 10 feet. The addition of
two traffic barriers results in a top
flange width of 55 feet.
All pier substructure elements
are outside of the Little Miami River.
Four of the five piers are monolithic
with the box girder superstructure;
one exterior pier and both bridge
abutments support the superstructure on sliding bearings. The hollow
box monolithic pier sections vary
in height from 24 to 129 feet with
an additional upper 65-foot section

of the piers in a split leaf configuration and a 25-foot deep pier section,
which sets on top of all four piers.
Eight-foot diameter caissons were
the first part of the foundations to
support the footings for each pier.
Traffic had to be maintained
during the construction of the new
twins at all times on this important
corridor connecting Cincinnati and
Columbus, adding more complexity
to the project. Designed to build a
new structure in between the two
existing structures, the northbound traffic was rerouted onto the
first of the two new bridges. Once
completed, the demolition of the
original northbound bridge took
place to start the second bridge.

The design features are box
girder depths varying from 12 feet
at the midspan to 25 feet at the
pier. The bottom soffit varied from
9½ inches in the midspan to 3 feet,
8 inches at the piers. The walls are
1 foot, 6-inches thick and support
the deck slab, which also varies in
thickness. The deck itself is cantilevered 12 feet, 6 inches from the web.
There are 122 16-feet long, cast-inplace segments per bridge. In total,
over 9 million pounds of rebar was
used on the project.

Under balanced cantilever construction, each 16-foot long box
girder segment is post tensioned
with internal longitudinal cantilever tendons comprised of 12 to 22
0.6-inch diameter strands that were
stressed from one end. Four-strand
tendons in flat ducts were spaced on
average of 2 feet, 8-inch intervals,
providing the deck post tensioning
in the transverse direction. Internal
post tensioning is further utilized
for continuity once the closure
between the cantilever superstructure tips was achieved.
Finally, external post-tension
tendons housed within high-density
polyethylene ducts are anchored
to the inside of the box girder segments at the pier table, ran through
intermediate diaphragms and are
stressed to add further capacity for
the live loads, as well as time-dependent pre-stress losses and moment
redistribution. There is 31 million
feet of 0.6-inch diameter, sevenwire post tensioned strands in
both bridges.

The bridge piers are hollow
20-by-21-foot boxes with 3-foot
thick reinforced concrete walls.
A solid diaphragm serves as the
transition from a hollow box to a
split-leaf twin wall arrangement for
the upper 65 feet of the pier columns.
Base access into the pier column
box allows for inspection from a
permanently mounted ladder system. Inspection of the surface of the
twin walls will be performed using
rappelling methods from access
hatches through the bottom slab of
the pier table.
A unique set of bridges to build,
the men and women on the job
had to overcome a lot of obstacles

during the course of the construction. The steep embankments and
limited access to the valley bottom
made it very difficult at times, especially when bad weather would set in.
Everyone worked as a team, fighting
through all of the rough conditions.
“It makes me very proud to
say that the job was completed
on time and came in under budget with no lost-time accidents,”
said Jeffrey Bush Sr., Local 290
business manager.
Local 290 would like to give
special thanks to the ironworkers
from the Columbus and Cincinnati
locals for all of their help getting the
historical bridge built!

JULY 2017

Jeremiah Morrow was a representative and
a senator from Ohio, born near Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, in 1771. He became a member of
the territorial House of Representatives in 1801
and served until 1803. He was the last Democratic-Republican elected to the United States
Senate, serving March 4, 1813, until March 3,
1819. He continued to serve in multiple positions, including the governor of Ohio from 1822
thru 1826. Jeremiah died near Lebanon in Warren County March 22, 1852.
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Local Union 765 (Ottawa, Ontario); Pinnacle Industries; Nordstrom Tower; March 29,
2017-Brandon Rourke and Dan Rourke; journeymen father and son team working on the dowels.

NORDSTROM
TOWER
GAINS FAME
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he Metallic Lathers and Reinforcing Iron Workers Local 46
(New York) announced their collaboration on Nordstrom Tower,
also known as Central Park Tower.
Located at 225 W. 57th Street (Billionaire’s Row), the Nordstrom
Tower is already gaining fame in
construction circles for bragging
rights of creating a unique reinforced cantilever unprecedented in
size, among other distinctions.
The midtown Manhattan property, under management by the
Extell Development Company and
general contractor Lend Lease, will
be the tallest residential building in
the world and is poised to offer residents breathtaking views of Central
Park. The rooftop will rise an astonishing 1,550 feet into the New York
City skyline. The height of its roof
deck will break the national record
currently held by Willis Tower.
The Tower is also surrounded by
structures that have been granted
renowned historical status by the

city of New York. One example
of the accommodations made to
ensure the preservation of the landmarks is the recent rescheduling
of construction to coincide with a
school-year break in the Art Students’ League of New York building
directly below.
In the plans for the building’s
interior, floors one through seven
will feature Nordstrom’s first New
York City department store. Floors
eight to 12 will house residential amenities, such as an indoor

pool, in addition to the building’s
mechanical operations rooms. The
13th floor and above will be all residential. The 13th floor is also the
site of this behemoth building’s
unique feature: its truly memorable reinforced-steel cantilever.
The presence of another building
in construction directly across the
street pushed Extell to purchase
the air rights to build the cantilever over the art school, allowing
for the building’s splendid views
of Central Park.

Local 46; Pinnacle Industries; Nordstrom Tower; March 29, 2017-Lou Bentsen,
journeyman, veteran of U.S. Army, working on a wall.

Local 46; Pinnacle Industries; Nordstrom Tower; Mar 29, 2017-Roland Smith
and Brian Johnston bending rebar onsite for Nordstrom Tower.
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Securing such a massive structure obviously begins with a strong
foundation. Grade 150 threaded
bars, 3 inches in diameter, were
embedded and grouted 40 feet into
the Manhattan’s bedrock. The bars
were then tied into the footings of
the foundation. Connecting the
foundation to the uppers are “super
columns,” structural columns surrounded by #14 bars that run up
to the sixth floor. Stories six to 12
consist of transfer walls featuring six nodes, which are structural
I-beams with couplers, each one
connecting 78 40-foot long #11 bars.
Collectively, the transfer walls contain 300 tons of rebar.
But perhaps the most fascinating component of the building’s
structural integrity is its cantilever. There is a 100-foot-by-100-foot
area of cantilever walls, each 36
feet in height. The walls are made
up of #20 horizontals with #11 and
#14 verticals at 6 inches on center.
Because of concerns about weight
distribution, the walls were poured
in staggered sections, in 12-foot
increments. According to tag writer
John Vaughn, “the reinforcement
for the cantilever totals 2,200 tons
of rebar, basically creating a second
foundation in the sky!”
A standout in the world of New
York City high-rises, everything
about this project is magnified. To
help eliminate congestion in the
walls, stronger grades of steel were
used, ranging from Grade 75 #11s
to Grade 80 #14s and #20s. The concrete for the job was also increased
to 14,000 PSI, while the labor hours
logged in 2016 totaled 83,200. All
totaled, the project will consume
15,000 tons of rebar and require
100,000 cubic yards of poured
concrete. Asked to comment on
the work hours for the job in its
entirely, Shop Steward Donald
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Glasson replied, “I estimate by the
completion of this project, scheduled for sometime in 2019, Local
46 will have logged approximately
275,000 hours.”
Directing the crew of 50-60
reinforcing ironworkers for Pinnacle Industries 2 LLC, which will
fabricate and install all of the reinforcement on the superstructure,
is Jimmy Judge Jr. He is a proud
third-generation member of Local
46. Judge was very influential in
convincing the project managers
to allow him to make up the complex walls in singular layers and fly
them into place. Demonstrating his
wealth of experience, Judge understands the logistics of the job make
it impossible to build these in place;
workers would not have the room
to reach in through multiple layers
of steel to tie the rebar. It was decisions like this one that have enabled
the project to stay ahead of schedule. Like any good leader, Judge
welcomes the input of his deputy
foremen, helping to foster a highly
collaborative, safe and efficient work
environment. Judge credits his deputy foremen and the crew for being
“the driving force behind the job and
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Local 46 (New York); Pinnacle Industries;
Nordstrom Tower; March 29, 2017-The scenic
view of Central Park from the cantilever.

the strength behind the industry
as a whole.” He adds, “as far as the
crew, I could not do this job without
the help of Scott Manganelli, Mike
Hansen, Mike Howe Jr. and Sean
Shannon. I have always said Local
46 members are the hardest-working men and women in the city.”

Nordstrom Tower is a truly
impressive project, a feather in the
cap of all who participate in its
construction. Local 46 hopes the
excellence of the final product will
prove when you have a challenging
job you want built safely and efficiently, you build it union!

Local 46; Pinnacle Industries; Nordstrom Tower; March 29, 2017-Street view of the cantilever
from 56th Street.

Back Cover – Pinnacle Industries; Nordstrom Tower; March 29, 2017-Mike Hansen, Local 46 foreman; journeymen
securing a wall, Dan Rourke, Local 765; Jie Li Bao, Local 46; and Frank Panza, Local 46.

CAPTURING
THE
REINFORCING
MARKET
 he Ohio Veterans Memorial and Museum
T
Local 172 (Columbus, Ohio)
A one-of-a-kind structure built by signatory contractor Titan Reinforcing, the Ohio
Veterans Memorial and Museum, started in the summer of 2016 and is ongoing. Herb
Edwards is the ironworker general foreman and the crew was Tom Ellis; Dave Sharpe;
Jason Atkins, apprentice; Rodney Martin; Tobin Rae; Todd Ankrum; and Greg Bycofski.

JULY 2017
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Local 416 (Los Angeles)
T-Mobile Arena Parking Garage

Local 22
(Indianapolis)
• West Wind Reinforcing
• JIW ironworkers - 25
• 50 windmill bases

 ocal 22
L
(Indianapolis)
• Contractor: United Ironworkers
• Location: Kansas, Illinois
• Job: Transmission line for Ameren
• 2.17 million pounds of
reinforcing steel

THE IRONWORKER

• The cage being set is 60-feet tall
with a 12-inch diameter that consist of #7 bands and #14 verticals
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 ocal 416 (Los Angeles)
L
Project Neon
CMC
Project Neon is a design-build project
to improve mobility and safety for the
public traveling within the I-15 and US 95
corridors in the Las Vegas area. The major
elements of the project are generally categorized into (a) the HOV system, (b) the
Charleston Interchange reconstruction,
(c) the I-15 Freeway reconstruction, (d) the
US 95 reconstruction, (e) Grand Central
Industrial Connector, (f) local street connections, and (g) ancillary improvements.

JULY 2017
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 ocal 711
L
(Montreal, Quebec)

Local 847 (Phoenix) Training

• Company Name: Acier AGF Inc.
• Name of Jobs: Icône Condos
and Evolvo S
• Date of Job: 2014–2015

West Wind Reinforcing
at Brownsville, Texas

Whaley Steel at Houston

Whaley Steel at Dallas

THE IRONWORKER

 uerto Rico and the United States
P
Building Together
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REINFORCING
NEWS FROM THE

A Different Approach to Training
By Joseph Simpson, Training Director
Regional District Council Training Trust

T

he Iron Workers Regional
District Council Training
Trust (IWRDCTT) currently
leases 11 properties throughout its
jurisdiction in order to recruit and
train our union reinforcing ironworkers and potential recruits. Due
to the size of our jurisdiction and
the large number of facilities we
would need, ownership would be
too expensive and wouldn’t give us
the flexibility to expand and contract with the market.
In most locations, our facilities
are subleased to our local unions at
a price based on the percentage of
space used. This tactic has helped us
to lower the cost to set up and operate the facilities.
Our training is divided into
four categories: storefront training
centers, partnership training centers, mobile training centers and
distance-learning initiatives.

Storefront-Style
Training Center
Storefront-style facilities are typically in industrial parks or within
plazas. The facilities are leased
properties we find via online
searches, craigslist, real estate websites or just driving around. At first
glance, they seem to be storefronts,
but all of the units we have come
with office space, a good-sized
classroom or two along with shop

space to do training, store material and tools. When looking for a
new location, we always make sure
to have available outside space we
can use to train and we are aware of
any restrictions that might hinder
our ability to provide quality training. (Examples: Quiet hours, use
of parking lot or outside areas and
burning and welding restrictions).
The storefront facilities are various sizes ranging from 1,800 square
feet to 4,800 square feet and range
in price anywhere between $1,100
to $3,150 per month, depending on
the size. Because of our partnerships with the reinforcing local in
the area, we have been able to share
the costs of these facilities.
Our larger facilities—Phoenix,
Salt Lake City, Houston and New
Orleans locations—are equipped
with a wall mock-up, deck mock-up
with beam pockets, along with racks
to pre-tie beams and columns. We
also have post-tensioning mock-ups
and offer PTI certification classes.

Partnerships
We have partnered with other local
unions and crafts to share resources.
Two of our training facilities are
leased within compounds created
by Local 24 (Denver) and Local 808
(Orlando, Fla.). At these facilities,
we lease an office space and have
use of the classrooms and shops.

JULY 2017
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Members from our partnered local
are invited to take training classes
needed with us and vice versa,
which helps us lower costs and
maximize our resources. The other
two facilities we use are partnerships with the Operating Engineers
and Cement Masons. By partnering
with these crafts, we have gained
additional classroom and shop
space and have been able to perform our apprenticeship hands-on
training and journeyman upgrades.

Mobile Training
Our mobile training center is a
14-foot enclosed trailer wrapped
with our logo, website information,
and the Iron Workers Union logos.
We have outfitted the trailer with
10 sets of tools along with hardhats,
safety glasses and vests. We have a
couple of tie racks and about a ton of

re-steel. We also have the equipment
to give a first aid/CPR class, along
with tables and chairs and a 32-inch
LED screen to allow us to conduct
a training class. The mobile unit
allows us the flexibility to train in
remote sites where we may not have a
conventional training center nearby
and it would be costly and inefficient
to ask the members to travel to an
established training center.

are actually gaining the knowledge
and skill necessary to be reinforcing
journeyman ironworkers.

Distance Learning Initiatives
Our distance learning initiative is
still in development with the assistance of the Ironworkers National
Training Fund. The idea would be
to eventually have books available
online and course work. All handson work would be done in our shops
or on the job with the help of our signatory contractors. Exams would be
proctored to ensure all apprentices

NARSC Reinforcing Steel Industry Award

THE IRONWORKER
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ARSC, founded in 1969, has worked jointly
with the Iron Workers Union on a multitude of issues over the years. These include,
amongst other things, safety, insurance, training,
work jurisdiction and market recovery. At its 2017
Winter meeting, James Ayersman was presented
NARSC’s prestigious Reinforcing Steel Industry
Award for his unselfishly giving his time and talents
to the ironworking industry: Lee Worley, executive
director, Apprenticeship and Training, Iron Workers Union; John Dominice, MAX USA Corp.; Steven
Sieracke, Black Swamp Steel, Inc. and president of
NARSC; Ron Watson, Barsplice Products Inc.; Vic
Cornellier, TSI Exterior Wall Systems, Inc.; Edward

Penna, president, Local 405 (Philadelphia); Samuel
Malone, business manager, Local 405; Ron Piksa,
general secretary, Iron Workers Union; Larry Alcorn,
Barsplice Products Inc.; William Livingston, Quality Re-Steel, Inc. and first vice president of NARSC;
Steve Parker, executive director, Department of
Reinforcing Ironworkers, Iron Workers Union; Fred
Codding, NARSC; James Ayersman, Genesis Steel
Service, Inc. and vice president—labor of NARSC;
Keith LePage, Whitacre Engineering Co. and second vice president of NARSC; Tony Aguilar, MAX
USA Corp.; Rick Dew, City Re-Steel, Inc.; Melissa
Shetler, organizer, Local 46 (New York); John Parsons, MAX USA Corp.; Albert Frattali, Iron Workers

In essence, affordable and portable training has been our main
focus. With our Local 846/847 signatory contractors bidding more
work and expanding into new
areas, it’s been important we think
outside the box and adapt to meet
the needs of the union workers and
contractors. Our different training
facilities and units have been established and tested by the Regional
District Council Training Trust in
the vast jurisdiction that Reinforcing Local 846 and 847 covers and
we will continue to adapt based on
needs, feedback and constructive
criticism. We invite our signatory
contractors to observe and even
participate in training. We also
invite vendors, owners, end-users,
politicians and community groups
to let them see what we do. The
more the merrier!

Building “Rebar World”
By Dave Baker

O

n January 5, 2017, news came from the Iron Workers Union;
Local 372 (Cincinnati) was being merged into Local 44 (Cincinnati). The reinforcing local union had been a separate local in
Cincinnati since 1921, almost 100 years.
Faced with the many challenges involved with the merger, the work
began immediately on how to make both locals into one united brotherhood. Business Manager Dave Baker and Business Agent Jarrod
Tiemeier felt it was imperative to make all members feel welcomed and
represented.
Local 372’s former Business Manager Robert Barker and Instructor
David Basham agreed to help with the apprenticeship by continuing as
instructors. Together with Local 44 Apprentice Coordinator Jim Hyden
and Instructor Ron Fangman, the four men adjusted the curriculum to finish out the year at the new location.
Rob and Jim worked together and began to design what is now called
“Rebar World.” They started with the upper mezzanine level, which
was merely storage, and began installing plywood as flooring. They
constructed the crash wall for curb building. They then deconstructed
the tie stations from the old Local 372 facility and reconstructed them
continued on next page

The National Association of
Reinforcing Steel Contractors
The National Association of Reinforcing Steel Contractors has been an industry ally and advocate for more
than 45 years. If you’re a reinforcing steel contractor,
NARSC is ready to help reinforce your business. You’ll
enjoy strength in numbers, receive vital information,
and build a network of friendships and support. Moreover, you’ll have the satisfaction of knowing you’re
helping build your industry’s future. Place a strong
foundation for your business today. You’ll find a warm
welcome at NARSC.
JULY 2017

District Council Health & Pension Fund (Philadelphia);
Ronald Richardson, business agent, Local 46; Paul Radice,
Gotham Staple Co., Inc.; and Daniel Dymarkowski, Foundation Steel, LLC.

NARSC held its winter meeting in February 2017 and its
next meeting will be held July 19, 2017, at the Washtenaw
Community College, Ann Arbor, Michigan, in connection
with the Iron Workers Union Apprenticeship Instructors
Annual Training at the college. For more information,
please see its website at www.narsc.com.
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Apprentices Deanna Love, Dennis Westerfield and Dylan Farris.
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on the upper far wall (as seen in
the photos).
Next they tore out some storage bins along the lower wall and
began to build a climb wall. The
apprentices were utilized in the
construction of the climb wall,
providing them the opportunity
to learn the proper techniques
required. The wall is capable of
being reconstructed over and over
with each new class.
The union reinforcing work in
Cincinnati has been losing ground
due to the recent influx of nonsignatory contractors coming into
the area. Taking back the market
starts with training the most skilled
and productive ironworkers in the
industry, by outworking and outperforming the competition to
make the entire market see ironworkers’ value on display, every day.
Jim Hyden understands this and
with help from the other instructors,
they have hit the ground running. The predictions for the rebar
industry are for continued growth

all the way through 2019. With an
estimated $2.3 billion in work presently being done in Cincinnati, and
more work on the way, membership
must grow now.
Rob Barker knows the challenges involved in not only
training individuals to do rebar
work, but also how hard it is to
retain workers in the rebar field.
He has shown quite a commitment
to his craft by agreeing to stay and
help continue the strong training
program at Local 44. During complicated times like this, it has truly
been a blessing.
Local 44 will use this opportunity to become stronger than
ever and place focus on building a
safety-trained skilled workforce to
fulfill the needs of the contractors.
The cooperation between the
members of the merged locals has
been unparalleled. Local 44 is poised
to grow more than ever, to overcome
all obstacles, and to continue to be
the elite workforce of the Greater
Cincinnati and tristate area.

Instructor Ron Fangman and apprentices
Michael Bostic and Austin McClure with
Instructor Dave Basham and apprentices
Kerry Grimes and Nolan Feller.

Instructor Rob Barker and apprentices
Dennis Westerfield and Austin McClure.

Instructor Rob Barker and apprentices
Nolan Feller and Austin McClure.
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Bridge Spanning from Russell,
Kentucky to Ironton, Ohio
The project to construct a new Ironton-Russell
Bridge is steeped in history. Deemed “functionally
obsolete and structurally deficient,” the existing
bridge was identified for replacement in 1999, and
a project study was launched. From that point forward to 2006, ODOT worked with the cities of Ironton and Russell, as well as consultants from Baker
& Associates, to develop and design the project.
A groundbreaking ceremony was held on May 3,
2012, marking the beginning of the project. Brayman Construction Corporation was awarded the
bid that came in just north of $81 million. J and B
Steel was awarded the bid to install the 5.8 million
pounds of rebar. Ironworkers from Local 769 (Ashland, Ky.) were called on in a big way. Through the
peaks and valleys of construction the long-awaited
opening of the bridge took place on Wednesday,

SPECIAL THANKS TO KEVIN LIBBY, business manager
of Local 769, for his help throughout the project
and the men and women of Local 769 for their skills
and dedication to see the project through to the end.
November 23, 2016. The new structure spans a
total length of 2,616 feet. Special thanks to Kevin
Libby, business manager of Local 769, for his help
throughout the project and the men and women of
Local 769 for their skills and dedication to see the
project through to the end.
JULY 2017

Currently ironworkers are being employed for
Brayman in the demolition of the old truss bridge
constructed in 1922. As a goodbye is said to the old
and the new is welcomed in, it is a reminder of the
important and vital role ironworkers in our everchanging construction world.
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The Ohio River Bridges Project
A $2.3 BILLION PROJECT, THE OHIO
RIVER BRIDGES ARE TWO SEPARATE
BRIDGES ACROSS THE OHIO RIVER
BETWEEN KENTUCKY AND INDIANA.
WEBSITE: HTTP://KYINBRIDGES.COM/
PROJECT FACTS

• T he downtown bridge, named the
Abraham Lincoln Bridge, connects
Louisville, Kentucky, with Jeffersonville,
Indiana. It is the northbound crossing of
Interstate 65 (I-65) over the Ohio River.
• T he East End Bridge, named the Lewis and
Clark Bridge (8 miles upstream),
connects Prospect, Kentucky, with Utica,
Indiana. The crossing connects the I-265
Interstate already built in both states (the
outer ring around both Louisville, Kentucky,
and Jeffersonville, Clarksville, and New
Albany, Indiana). There are two 1,700-foot
tunnels on the Kentucky side.
Harmon Steel, from Indianapolis, was the
primary reinforcing contractor on both bridge
projects. Utilizing rodbusters from Local 70
(Louisville, Ky.), Local 22 (Indianapolis) and
Local 372 (Cincinnati). Three other reinforcing
contractors on the project were Javier Steel,
J&B Steel and Lundy Rebar.
DETAILS FROM HARMON STEEL

Total Rebar: 26,627 tons
Project Start Date: July 2013
Project End Date: December 2016
Section 1: Total of 41 bridges to build the new
interchange on the Kentucky side of the river
with a total rebar installed of 9,736 tons.
Section 2: I-65 over the river cable stay bridge
and the Indiana approach with total rebar
installed 5,336 tons.
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Section 3: I-65 on the Indiana-side, new
roadway and ramp configuration with total
rebar installed 1,452 tons for 13 bridges.
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Section 4: I-265 or Gene Snyder Freeway
on the Kentucky-side east end with total
rebar installed 3,895 tons in the tunnel and the
approach bridge to the river.
Section 5: I-265 or Gene Snyder over the
Ohio River with total rebar installed 4,019
tons for the structure.
Section 6: I-265 new highway to the East End
River Bridge with total rebar installed 2,189
tons of rebar in 15 bridges.

JULY 2017
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My Life as an Organizer
By Dan Smees
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ere’s a scenario I want you to
look at, two ironworkers (A&B)
that can both read blueprints, rig,
connect, bolt-up, weld, tie bar, perform layout, etc. You get the idea.
The only difference is that Ironworker “A” was fortunate enough to
join our union and Ironworker “B”
was not. What does this mean for
these two ironworkers?
Well for Ironworker “A”, the list
of benefits is endless. He will be able
to perform his work safely; to be
treated with dignity; to be a part of
a workplace democracy instead of a
dictatorship; be paid a liveable wage;
will have a pool of thousands of contractors he can secure work from; be
offered every available certification
and upgrade; can provide all the necessary medical care for himself and
his family; and have retirement as a
reality instead of a pipe dream.
Ironworker “B” is not so lucky.
His work environment will be a
dictatorship, which means he will
have the right to refuse unsafe work
on paper; be subject to arbitrary
layoffs and firings; rely on individual negotiations for wages, benefits
and pension, which means more
than likely his wages will be substandard and benefits pension will
be non-existent.
I could go on for both instances,
but you get the idea. This scenario
is a reality in North America that
needs to stop. It’s because of this that
I became interested in organizing.
It started when my BM announced
at our monthly membership meeting that the Ontario District Council

see if we would curl up into a ball or hold our ground
and keep talking. Whether I got the job or not, just
being able to take that weekend course was a benefit for
myself. Next it was the waiting game. I believe it was a
month or so after the course that I got the phone call
from our District Council President Kevin Bryenton
and against his better judgement, he offered me the job.
I was obviously very happy with this opportunity, but
after that wore off, I was more nervous than ever.
I had been a field ironworker for the last 17 years
and a competent one I would like to think. I had
been steadily employed over this time and felt like
I was in a good groove. Now what had I done. I was
starting all over again. What if I was no good at this
organizing thing? What if I don’t sign a new company
in my first week? What then? Let me be clear all this
pressure was coming from myself. Thankfully Jimmy
Rodney was there every step of the way. My first two
weeks on the job, Jimmy was with me every day. Visiting jobsites, talking with workers, talking with site
supers, showing me how to take notes, making sure I
knew what the workers’ issues are, teaching me labour
law, showing me the most efficient way to patrol my
area. Again, I could go on.
Then I was on my own and I fell into the most common trap there is for new organizers. It goes without
saying that I’m a very proud union ironworker and even
though I knew that most of the owners I was dealing
with are being run
by greed, I still
thought I could sell
them on the union
with a fancy colour
tri-fold pamphlet
(top-down organizing). Jimmy likes us
guys to learn some
things on our own
so he let me do it. I
thought once these
owners saw how
efficient and highly
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would be hiring two organizers in the province and if
anyone was interested, they should submit a resume. I
discussed the opportunity at length with my wife and
even though she knew this would mean more time away
from home, she encouraged me to go for it. Step one;
write a resume, okay 17 years with Local 736 (I wonder
if I used bigger font it would look a little better). Thank
god the wife took pity on me. She exasperatingly suggested I might include some of my union involvement
(maybe she wanted me out of town more). Because of
the help I got from the wife, the resume didn’t look half
bad. A few weeks later I got a call letting me know that
I had made it to the second step of the hiring process,
the interview. Before the interview I figured I would do
a little homework. I did some research online and read
Mark Breslin’s “Organize or Die” where he describes
in depth the two styles of organizing, top down (selling the union to the owner of the company) and bottom
up (unionizing the company through the workers). The
research I did definitely helped me in the interview
(although it did nothing to calm my nerves). I suppose
they liked my answers and because I didn’t sweat completely through my shirt (oh and thanks to YouTube for
how to tie a tie), I got the second call informing me that
I made it to round three of the hiring process. The third
step involved a two-day course put on by the Ontario
team of organizers, headed by Jimmy Rodney with Lash
Ray from Local 721 and Nigel Hare from Local 765 along
with Angel Dominguez and David Gornewicz from the
Iron Workers Union. Although I was very nervous, I
had a ton of fun at this two-day course. The group of us
(which I believe was down to 12 at this point) were put
through every scenario you could think of as it related to
organizing. It was definitely sink or swim at this point.
We did everything from talking to a hostile owner to
speaking with scared workers. It was almost like being
in an combative episode of “Who’s Line Is It Anyway.”
I’ll never forget visiting the hostile owner to talk to him
about the benefits of being a union contractor. Once he
found out I was from the union, it was “get the f#@! out
of my office and it will be over my dead body before I
start dealing with you people.” They were testing us to
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skilled we are, they won’t be able to sign fast enough.
I still feel bad for bugging our secretary (Jennifer
Montieth) at the district council office for a summary
on our training. I believe she gave me the information in several different formats. I had my pamphlet
and I was ready to go. I even had several owners agree
to meet with me. I started to think, wow this organizing is easy, what were all those guys talking about.
Then a funny thing happened, reality set in. These
owners that seemed so willing to meet with me would
not even return my calls. That was definitely a wakeup call, bottom-up organizing it is. The clincher was
being at my first organizer summit and hearing then
director of organizing (Bernie Evers) tell us all how
he fell into the same trap when he first started as an
organizer, and while he was telling this story all the
Ontario guys were having a bit of fun at my expense.
I’ve come a long way over the last couple years and I
can’t say this next part loud enough. There are two fundamental aspects of organizing. Part one is being able
to build relationships with the workers you are talking to. Seek first to understand, then to be understood.
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Without that relationship, there will be no trust and
without the trust of the workers, you will never make
any progress. Part two is the support of everyone in
your organization from district council president to
a member in the field. Here in Ontario our organizers
are spoiled, we have the support that I am speaking of
and in my opinion, this is the only reason we have had
some success with organizing. When you’re in the process of organizing a contractor, it’s been my experience
that workers are going to get fired. If you can’t bring that
worker into the union and put him to work you might as
well give up. Because of the help I get from my BM James
Hannah, the entire staff (big thanks our secretary Jan
Mahoney for being patient with me) and membership at
my home Local 736 (Hamilton, Ontario), the organizing has been able to bear some fruit. The same goes in
the rest of the province and in the rest of the country.
I can pick up a phone and get help from organizers in
British Columbia all the way to Newfoundland and they
can lean on me for the same. It doesn’t matter whether
you’re a shop organizer, field organizer, organizer/business agent, work for the international, district council or
your home local, we are all one big team with the same
goal. No matter where I’m sent, all the BMs have bought
into the program. You combine these things with a legal
team of Gibson and Barnes and we are given all the tools
needed to be successful. Ben Barnes is a major asset to
the organizing work we have done over the last couple
years in Ontario. He very much wants us to understand
the process at the labour board, which in turn makes us
that much better as organizers.
Organizing has many lows sprinkled with a few
highs. I might go a couple weeks with no progress anywhere and then the next day I could have several active
campaigns. So, if you like having doors slammed in
your face, watching someone rip up your business card
in front of you, being on call seven days a week at all
hours of the night (or you won’t get results), becoming
completely unreliable for your wife and family, driving
several hours to meet with a worker only to be stood up,
being threatened with a trespassing charge and sometimes more, give organizing a try.

DEPARTMENT of REINFORCING IRONWORKERS
Steve Parker

Reinforcing Our Future

T

he Department of Reinforcing Ironworkers continues to remain committed to the recruitment,
training and safety of all reinforcing ironworkers.
We continue to see a shortage of skilled workers
throughout North America as the demands in our
field are outdoing the skilled labor available.
An emphasis on quality training remains at an
all-time high to ensure safety standards are met.
The amount of time it takes to train and place new
workers will continue to be a concern, but vast
improvements have been made by thinking outside
of the box for training and improving signatory contractor relations in a time of growing construction
demands. In an effort to reach more areas, we can
try leasing facilities (storefronts), partner up or do

Keeping up with the high
demand will be a positive
for the union and give
us a chance to show that
there is no limit to what
we can do!

FORECAST FOR 2017

Based on 12/2015 SMA Data
and 3/016 PCA Forecast
TONS
9,450,706

MAN HOURS
94,507,060

MEN
47,254
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mobile training to be closer to where the work is,
and offer training at a more affordable cost to the
locals than buying and creating traditional style
training centers in each area of need.
Gladiator training programs around the United
States continue to offer promising results and allow
for new recruits to get a glimpse of the physical aspect
of the job required of a reinforcing ironworker.
Feedback from these gladiator-style programs in
various areas have been positive with many signatory contractors being able to see for themselves who
can make the cut.
Our commitment to technology and embracement of social media has allowed us to advocate and
recruit for local unions and training centers. A shift
to visual commercials of what a reinforcing iron-

worker does and the type of
training offered for this field
may be the next step for many
locals struggling to explain
what we do for new recruits.
While apprenticeship numbers remain high and
promising, many of our signatory contractors need
skilled journeyman workers. Our strategic continued partnerships with the Organizing Department
will be important for our skilled workers recruitment success. We will need to continue to educate
the non-union workforce on what it means to be
part of a union and the importance of fighting for
their rights as workers to ensure they receive favorable working conditions.
In 2017, the CRSI projections for rebar usage are
estimated at 9.451 million tons of reinforcing steel
in the United States, which would be an estimate
of 47,000 reinforcing ironworkers needed to work.
From now until 2020, there is an average increase
of rebar usage of five percent each year (see graph).
Keeping up with the high demand will be a positive
for the union and give us a chance to show that there
is no limit to what we can do!
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SAFETY & HEALTH DEPARTMENT REPORT

Steve Rank

On the Safe Side: The Heat’s On
Avoiding Heat Stress and Illness

H

eat illness is one of the
deadly dozen hazards
our members face in the
workplace and is part of the
Iron Workers Union “2017
ZERO Incident” campaign. Machinery, engines and
tools can easily overheat and we need to be aware
humans can overheat too. Each year, members experience the symptoms of heat stress in the workplace
on different levels and for a variety of reasons. The
fact is that heat illness can be deadly and can affect
members at any age. Thousands of workers in the
construction industry become sick from exposure
to heat, and some even die. We need to know heat
illnesses and deaths are preventable.

Who is affected by heat illness?
Any worker exposed to hot and humid conditions
is at risk of heat illness, especially those doing
the heavy work many ironworkers perform daily.
Some workers might be at greater risk than others
if they have not built up a tolerance to hot conditions, including new workers, temporary workers
or those returning to work after a week or more off.
Other factors such as alcohol consumption the night
before can be a contributing factor to dehydration
that could result in heat stress or illness. In addition to these situations, ironworkers can also face
many heat waves throughout the year creating more
exposure to conditions resulting in higher cases of
heat-related illnesses.

THE IRONWORKER

What is heat illness and how
does it happen?
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The body normally cools itself naturally by sweating. During hot weather, especially with high
humidity, sweating isn’t enough. Body temperature
can rise quickly to dangerous levels if precautions
are not taken such as drinking water frequently and
having access to shade or air conditioning. Heat illnesses range from heat rash and heat cramps to heat
exhaustion and heat stroke. Muscle cramping might

be the first sign of heat-related illness, and may lead
to heat exhaustion or stroke.
Heat stroke requires immediate medical attention and can result in death. The following are some
of the common signs and symptoms of heat stress
that must be recognized.
• Heavy sweating
• Weakness
• Cold, pale, and clammy skin
• Fast, weak pulse
• Nausea or vomiting
• Fainting

The activity of decking
installation can be much
hotter due to the reflection of sun and heat
from the metal decking.
This is only one of many
common work activities
ironworkers perform
that can produce much
higher temperatures in
full sun conditions and
must be recognized. The
carrying and installation of rebar on decks and walls in hot and humid
conditions is another common activity leading to
heat stress and illness.

The following are common symptoms
of heat stroke that can result in death:
• High body temperature (above 103°F)
• Hot, red, dry or moist skin
• Rapid and strong pulse
• Possible unconsciousness

How can heat illness be prevented?
Employers should establish a complete heat illness prevention program to prevent heat illness.

This includes providing workers with water, shade;
gradually increasing workloads and allowing more
frequent breaks for new workers or workers who
have been away for a week or more to build a tolerance for working in the heat (acclimatization);
modifying work schedules as necessary; planning for
emergencies and training workers about the symptoms of heat-related illnesses and their prevention;
and monitoring workers for signs of illness. Workers
new to the heat or those who have been away from
work and are returning, can be most vulnerable to
heat stress and must be acclimatized.

The following are some ways
to help prevent heat-related
illness and fatalities:
• Drink water every 15 minutes,
even if you are not thirsty.
• Move to a cooler location, rest in the shade.
• Apply cool, wet cloths on as much
of your body as possible.
• Lie down and loosen your clothing.
• Wear a hat and light-colored clothing.
• Learn the signs of heat illness and
what to do in an emergency.
• Keep an eye on fellow ironworkers.

• “Easy does it” on your first days of work in
the heat. You need to get used to it.

What you should do if you see a member
with heat illness symptoms?
• Call 911 immediately — this is a medical emergency!
• Move the person to a cooler environment.
• Reduce the person’s body temperature with
cool cloths or even pouring water on them.
• Do NOT give fluids.
We want to make every effort to
protect our members from heat illness,
one of the deadly dozen hazards our
members face in the workplace and
part of the Iron Workers Union “2017
ZERO Incident” campaign. Remember
these three simple words: Water, Rest,
Shade. Taking these precautions can mean the difference
between life and death. I will continue to work with the
district councils, local unions, and IMPACT regional
advisory boards throughout the Unites States and Canada
to help prevent workplace injuries and illnesses.
Please contact me in the Safety and Health Department at
(800) 368-0105; Jeff Norris, Canadian safety coordinator at
(780) 459-4498; or Vicki O’Leary, district representative of
safety/diversity at (202) 702-7828, if you have any questions
pertaining to workplace safety and health issues or questions.

July 2017
Dear Brothers and Sisters:

Too many families are struggling to make ends meet. Too
many children aren’t receiving the education they need to
succeed. And millions of people are now at risk of losing
access to affordable, quality health care they’ve come to

rely on. Partnerships with
organizations such as the
United Way increase our
ability to make meaningful
improvements in the lives of workers and their families.
For this reason, I enthusiastically endorse and support the
2017 United Way campaign and ask that you do the same.
Fraternally yours,

Eric Dean, General President
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Last year was an exciting period in the history of the 75-year
partnership between the AFL-CIO and United Way. Hundreds
of AFL-CIO and United Way leaders across the country
engaged in conversations concerning how we can reimagine
and strengthen our relationship, and work more closely with
community partners to address root causes of social and
economic inequality in our communities. We emerged from this
process with a new AFL-CIO United Way National Partnership
Agreement and ideas for creative new ways to collaborate.
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APPRENTICESHIP DEPARTMENT REPORT
Lee Worley

Rebar Preparation Training

R
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ecent trends in construction have been toward
reinforced concrete as a
primary supporting component in buildings, which
in turn leads to a greater demand for competent
rodmen in the field. The National Training Fund
is constantly looking at ways to update our reference
materials, instructor guides and student workbooks to assist our members. The world is changing
rapidly around us and our future relies on our ability to train and offer our apprentices the best, most
up-to-date training available. However, one
challenge remains constant and that is our ability
to recruit and retain new members: No easy task
when it comes to recruiting men and women to work
in the toughest and hardest trade in construction!
When conducting external Ironworker Apprenticeship Certification Program (IACP) audits,
the evaluators look at several items that make a
local union training program tick, and one of
the most important is the availability of mock-ups
for use when training our members. To remain
competitive in the field, it’s important every new
member receive safety and skills training before
receiving their first job assignment.
Recently in Washington, D.C., Steve Parker,
Department of Reinforcing Ironworkers executive
director, was asked to assist when Local 16 (Baltimore)
and Local 201 (Washington, D.C.) merged into Local
5 (Washington, D.C.), to evaluate and improve rebar
training methods for the area. Steve and the instruction staff at Local 5 are in the process of purchasing
tools and equipment for beam and slab form construction, walls, columns and post-tension projects.
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The plan is to use “Gladiator” training, for example, as a means for new recruits to get a glimpse of
the physical aspect of a reinforcing ironworker. This
style of training is a practice used by a few programs,
lasting one to three weeks where the participants
receive intense hands-on training. The goal is to
simulate worksite conditions and practices where
safety training, conditioning and rigors of the trade
are introduced. For those who complete the training, they have a very good idea of what it takes to
be a rodman; they also possess the skills most applicants do not have.
Whether training coordinators use the gladiator system, industry preparation, or just plain and
simple, pre-employment training, those new members who receive extensive hands-on training before
going to their first job have a higher graduation and
retention rate than those who do not. Skilled ironworkers, particularly rodmen, are in high demand
right now. Don’t leave it up to your union hall or
training staff to do the bulk of recruiting, if you
know an individual who might have what it takes
to be a hard-working career ironworker, point them
in the right direction as how to apply. The Apprenticeship and Training Department will continue to
update and introduce new reference materials and
training methods as they become available, but it is
the responsibility of every local training department
to implement new member training or journeyman
upgrade programs featuring mock-ups where individuals can get their hands dirty. With the support
of your local training funds or IMPACT grants,
tools and equipment can be purchased to keep our
members engaged in the work taking place at a rapid
place across North America.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Political and Legislative Director
DAVID KOLBE Retires
Political and Legislative Director
David Kolbe retired, effective
Feb. 1, 2017.
David Kolbe served as political
and legislative director for the
Iron Workers Union from 2006
through February 2017. Prior to
coming to the international, he
was the political director for the Ohio AFL-CIO.
Dave has been a member of Iron Workers Local
55 (Toledo, Ohio) since 1973. He has been active in
political and community service for years, including
receiving a gubernatorial appointment to the Ohio
State Community Services Council, being a delegate
to Toledo Port Council, Maritime Trades Department,
AFL-CIO and was elected Damascus Township
Trustee and Henry County Commissioner, Henry
County Ohio.
After leaving the Iron Workers Union, Dave started
a veteran’s owned small business, Dave Kolbe
Consulting, and is currently working for the Iron
Workers, PILMA (Pharmaceutical Labor Management
Association) and ULLICO (Union Labor Life Insurance
Company). Dave is a Vietnam veteran and in
November 2015 was inducted into the Ohio Veterans
Hall of Fame.

ROSS TEMPLETON
Promoted to Political and
Legislative Representative
Ross Templeton was promoted to
political and legislative representative, effective Jan. 1, 2017.
Ross Templeton is the director
of Ironworkers Political Action
League, on call to assist local
unions across Canada and the
United States with their political
needs. Ross is a graduate of the University of Central
Florida and the Harvard Trade Union Program.

General Organizer
ANTHONY BUTKOVICH Retires
General Organizer Anthony
Butkovich retired, effective
May 13, 2017.
Anthony Butkovich joined
Local Shopmen’s Local 516
(Portland, Ore.) in 1977, began
his apprenticeship in 1980, and
gained journeyman status in
1983. In May 1985, he was appointed chief shop
steward at Universal Structural Inc. He served
the local union in the following offices: executive
committee, June 1987; vice president, January 1989;
president, February 1989; union trustee to EmployersShopmen’s Local 516 Pension Trust, January 1990;
special assistant to the business agent, August 1994;
and financial secretary-treasurer/business agent;
March 1995. In April 1995, Anthony was appointed
secretary-treasurer of the District Council of the
Pacific Northwest. On January 25, 1999, Anthony was
appointed district representative and on June 4, 2007,
he was promoted to general organizer.

ERIK SCHMIDLI Appointed
District Representative
FST-BM Erik Schmidli of Local 790
(San Francisco) was appointed
district representative, effective
May 15, 2017.
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Erik Schmidli became an ironworker in 1996, joining Shopmen’s
Local 790 (San Francisco). Erik
graduated from the apprenticeship program in 2001, earning top honors as outstanding apprentice. He then became a shop steward while
at Herrick-Stockton Steel, as well as being elected to
a term on the executive board for Local 790. In 2005,
Erik became an instructor for the Northern California
Shop Ironworkers Apprenticeship Program and later,
in 2005, became its coordinator. Erik was elected
business manager-financial secretary/treasurer in
October 2013 and re-elected in July 2016. Erik has
served the local as a trustee to the trust funds and a
delegate to the California and Vicinity District Council,
where he also serves as the recording secretary.
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QUARTERLY
RECAP

RAB
RAB I

JAN · FEB · MAR · 2017
RAB III

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $200,000

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $38,525

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $5,465

The RAB used $3,229 to cover
Off the Job Accident program
payments for January and March
2017. IMPACT invested $200,000
in renovating the Local 37
(Providence, R.I.) training facilities.

IMPACT allocated $7,899 for
Capital Safety Training at Local
147 (Ft. Wayne, Ind.), which
allows instructors of the local
and contractor safety directors to
provide their journeymen confined
space and rescue training through
journeymen upgrade training. The
RAB used $11,609 to cover Off the
Job Accident program payments for
January, February and March 2017.

IMPACT provided $8,000 in initial
funding for the region’s safety
program. The RAB used $2,293
to cover Off the Job Accident
program payments for January,
February and March 2017.

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

RAB I Co-Chair Meeting –
March 3, 2017, Berlin, Conn.

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

RAB II
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $116,268
IMPACT allocated $44,943 for
training facility upgrades including
materials for the laydown area,
foundation for the metal building
and steel structure and rebar
mock-up at Local 9 (Niagara
Falls, N.Y.). IMPACT allotted
$29,620 for community organizing
expenses at Local 361 (Brooklyn,
N.Y.) to counter growing nonunion presence in the area.
RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Business Fundamentals Academy
Track 1: Establish
Your Business –
February 6–10, 2017, Philadelphia

Smart Advantage – Competitive
Advantage Workshop (Ironworkers) –
March 7, 2017, Columbus, Ohio
Smart Advantage – Competitive
Advantage Workshop (Contractors) –
March 8, 2017, Columbus, Ohio

RAB IV
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $167,818
IMPACT invested $51,800 in a
training facility upgrade for Local
577 (West Burlington, Iowa). The
RAB used $23,726 to cover Off the
Job Accident program payments for
January, February and March 2017.

RAB V
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $108,592
IMPACT invested $43,459 in a
mobile classroom and computer
for Local 5 (Washington, D.C.) The
RAB used $17,541 to cover Off the
Job Accident program payments for
January, February and March 2017.

X

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Gulf Coast Business
Development Meeting –
February 7, 2017, Birmingham, Ala.

XIII
XI
XII
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X

II

VII
III

VIII
IV
IX

V
VI

RAB VI

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

RAB VI Meeting –
January 12, 2017, Tulsa, Okla.
Gulf Coast Business
Development Meeting –
March 8, 2017, Houston

RAB VII
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $138,304
IMPACT invested $57,728 in
a refurbished JLG 460 SJ 46’
platform height for Local 67 (Des
Moines, Iowa), which will be used
in apprenticeship and journeyman
upgrade classes for aerial lift
certifications. IMPACT spent
$43,304 on equipment including
welding supplies for the Local 383
(Madison, Wis.) training center.
RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

RAB VII Executive
Committee Meeting –
March 8, 2017, Altoona, Iowa
RAB VII Iowa Meeting –
March 8, 2017, Des Moines, Iowa

IMPACT issued the following grants*, convened the following meetings
and provided the following trainings during the first quarter of 2017.
*For a full listing of grant disbursements, contact the IMPACT office at (800) 545-4921.

RAB VIII

RAB X

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $64,380

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $41,384

IMPACT funded $10,000 for a fume
extraction system for the Local 24
(Denver) training center in Wichita,
Kansas. The region also used $8,049
of grant money to pay Off the Job
Accident program premiums for
members throughout the region.

IMPACT allocated $12,345 to
provide National Commission for
the Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCO) training to members of Local
86 (Seattle). The RAB used $3,339 to
cover Off the Job Accident program
payments for January and March 2017.

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

RAB VIII Executive
Committee Meeting –
October 11, 2014, Albuquerque, N.M.

RAB IX
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $177,946
IMPACT contributed $40,000
to prevent Los Angeles County
Federation of Labor’s Measure S,
which would have had a negative
impact on local unions and
contractors. The RAB used $6,390
to cover Off the Job Accident
program payments for January,
February and March 2017.
RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Project Leadership and
Project Management –
January 23–24, 2017, Henderson, Nev.
Business Fundamentals Academy
Track 1: Establish Your Business –
January 23–27, 2017, Henderson, Nev.
Improving Construction Productivity –
January 25, 2017, Henderson, Nev.

RAB XI

IMPACT provided $2,177 in
reimbursements for the Welding
Supervisor Seminar at Local
771 (Regina, Saskatchewan).

II

III

IV

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

RAB XI Executive Committee
Meeting –
March 15, 2017, Edmonton, Alberta

V

RAB XII
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $65,018
IMPACT invested $21,892 on training
equipment for continued ironworker
training and development at Local
736 (Hamilton, Ontario). IMPACT paid
$39,763 to replace the Carry Deck
Crane at the Local 736 training center.

RAB XIII
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $14,260

Ironworker Safety Director
Training Course –
February 8–10, 2017, San Diego

IMPACT contributed $2,990 for
scaffold training and $3,073 for
master rigger training at Local
752 (Halifax, Nova Scotia).

Superintendent Training
for Ironworkers –
March 7-9, 2017, Milpitas, Calif.

I

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $4,124

Improving Communication Skills –
January 26–27, 2017, Henderson, Nev.

RAB IX Executive
Committee Meeting –
March 3, 2017

RAB CO-CHAIRS

VI

VII

VIII

IX

*F OR A FULL LISTING OF GRANT
DISBURSEMENTS, CONTACT THE
IMPACT OFFICE AT (800) 545-4921.

X

XI

This recap reflects the RABs and RAB
co-chairs as of March 31, 2017.

XIII

JAY HURLEY, Iron Workers District
Council of New England States

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

DAVID HUNT, Berlin Steel

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

STEPHEN SWEENEY,
Iron Workers District Council
of Philadelphia and Vicinity

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

JOSEPH MERLINO,
BayShore Rebar, Inc.

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

BILL DEAN, Iron Workers
District Council of Northern
Ohio, Western Pennsylvania
and Northern West Virginia

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

DARLAINE TAYLOR,
Century Steel Erectors

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

DAVID BEARD, Iron Workers District
Council of St. Louis and Vicinity

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

ROBERT HOOVER, Matrix North
American Construction

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

BUDDY CEFALU,
Iron Workers District Council
of the Mid‑Atlantic States

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

VICTOR CORNELLIER,
TSI/Exterior Wall Systems

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

MARVIN RAGSDALE,
Iron Workers District Council
of Texas & Mid‑South States

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

DAVE BENNETT, Bennett Steel, Inc.

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

COLIN MILLARD,
Iron Workers District Council
of North Central States

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

PETER HAYES,
Red Cedar Steel Erectors, Inc.

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

MICHAEL BAKER,
Iron Workers District Council
of Rocky Mountain Area

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

JEFF GREEN, Harris Davis Rebar

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

DONALD ZAMPA,
Iron Workers District Council of
the State of California & Vicinity

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

DAVID MCEUEN,
California Erectors, Inc.

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

STEVE PENDERGRASS,
Iron Workers District
Council of Pacific Northwest

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

JEFF ILENSTINE,
Tri States Rebar Inc.

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

DARRELL LABOUCAN,
Iron Workers District
Council of Western Canada

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

ROSS FRASER,
Supreme Group – East Region

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

KEVIN BRYENTON, Iron Workers
District Council of Ontario

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

JACK MESLEY,
Ontario Erectors Association

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR

JACQUES DUBOIS, Iron Workers
District Council of Eastern Canada

CONTRACTOR
CO‑CHAIR

BRAD MACLEAN,
Black & McDonald Limited

JULY 2017

XII

IRONWORKER
CO‑CHAIR
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CUSTOMIZED GIF T ITEMS AND APPAREL CREATED EXCLUSIVELY FOR MEMBERS OF THE

IRON WORKERS

INTERNATIONAL UNION
ALL ITEMS ARE MADE WITH PRIDE IN THE U.S.A .

1.

2.

Leather Varsity Jacket

NEW ITEM
Moisture-Management Polos

100% polyester polos with sleeve
embroidery. Available in grey and black .
(S- XL)$32 (2XL)$34 (3XL)$36 (4XL)$38

Black varsity jacket with top grade leather
sleeves. Two leather trim slash pockets,
two flat covered pockets, quilt lining and
inside pockets. Ironworkers embroidery
on left chest.(S-XL)$175 (2XL)$190

7.

(3XL)$200 (4XL)$210 OPTIONAL: full color
seal embroidery on back: ADD $25

Fleece Pullover
Black fleece pullover with 1/4 zip

collar and left sleeve embroidery.
(S-XL)$38 (2XL)$39 (3XL)$41
(4XL)$43

Hooded Sweatshirt

Ash Gray, 12.5 oz. fleece sweatshirt with
hood and side pockets. Full zip front with
1-color left chest & full color back imprint.

8.

Denim Shirt

3.

100% cotton washed long sleeve
denim shirt with button-down
collar. Ironworkers “Elvis” logo
embroidery above pocket.
(S-XL)$34 (2XL)$36 (3XL)$38
(4XL)$39
Long-Sleeve T-Shirt
Black 100% cotton long-sleeve

4.

5.

6.

tee with Ironworkers seal on
chest and “Union Ironworkers”
on left sleeve.
(M-XL)$16 (2XL)$18
(3XL)$20 (4XL)$22
Quilt Lined Vest

12oz. 100% cotton duck vest with
2 side pockets and 8 oz. quilted lining.
Ironworkers “Elvis” logo embroidery
on left chest. (S-XL)$43.50
(2XL)$48 (3XL)$51 (4XL)$54
Ash Gray T-Shirt

100% cotton 5.4 oz. short
sleeve with pocket. Has
2-location imprint on front
left pocket & full back. (S-XL)$13
(2XL)$14 (3XL)$15 (4XL)$16

(S-XL)$45 (2XL)$47 (3XL)$49 (4XL)$51

Belt Buckle

Ironworker Seal
Lapel Pin

15.

Lockback Knife

Baked enamel
Ironworkers seal lapelpin
in clear box. $3.50

5” lockback with leather
carrying pouch. Logo on pouch
& engraving on knife handle. $49

NEW ITEM 17.

16.

IW Tie Tack

$5.00 each

$5.50 each

Lightweight voyager jacket with laundered
polyester/cotton poplin outer shell, nylon
taffeta lining, and “Union Iron Workers”
embroidery on left chest.

10.

NEW ITEM

Men’s Rings

“Reel” Logo

Cotton cap with velcro closure.
Choose from 2 different logos.
(Please list in description) $15

18.
Two-Toned
Crystal Watch

12.
“Tools” Logo

IW Money Clip

19.

11.
Cap

NEW ITEM

(S-XL)$55 (2XL)$59 (3XL)$61 (4XL)$64
Wind Shirts Black & Stone
(S-XL)$55 (2XL)$57 (3XL)$59 (4XL)$62

NEW ITEM

Cap Black Mesh Cap $18.50

NEW ITEM

IW Lapel Pin

Lightweight Jacket

9.

14.

Polished brass belt buckle
with Ironworkers logo emblem.
3-3/4”X 2-1/4” $30

13.

The men’s rings are
available in 10k gold,
14k gold, silver ($220)
and alpha.

Two-toned scratch-resistant
sapphire crystal watch. Includes
stainless steal, adjustable band
and case, and is weather resistant
to 330 ft. Men’s - $175

Titanium Money clip
with IW Seal Lasered
on front. $12.50

20.

NEW ITEM 21.
Men's
Expansion
Watch

$95.00 each

CLEARANCE
23. Two-Toned
Crystal Watch
(ladies)

22. Moisture
Management
Polo Shirts

24. Cap

$13.50

$175

Black and White Jazz

“Elvis” Logo

(S-XL)$30 (2XL)$32
(3XL)$34 (4XL)$36

See iwstore.org for more!

ORDER FORM
ITEM #

Name

DESCRIPTION

QTY

SIZE

PRICE

AMOUNT

Address
City
Phone

State

Zip

Local #

Make Check or Money Order Payable to: K&R Industries
Send completed form and check to:

Member #

• All orders are shipped UPS surface.
• Please allow 3 weeks for delivery.
• No minimum orders required.
• Virginia residents add 6% state sales tax to Sub-Total.
• Canadian orders may be subject to GST.
• All listed prices are in U.S. funds.

IW Fulfillment
P.O. Box 220690
Chantilly, Virginia 20153

Questions? Call: (800) 789-0072

Sub-Total
VA Sales Tax (6%)
Shipping
TOTAL

Shipping &
Handling:

Under $50 - $9.50
$51 to $100 - $11.50
$101 & Up - $13.50

All Proceeds Benefit the John H. Lyons Sr. Scholarship Foundation

Shop online at iwstore.org for access to our clearance items!

5/2017

MONTHLY REPORT OF LIFE TIME MEMBERS
Lifetime Honorary members are published in the magazine according to the application approval date. Members previously classified as Old Age
or Disability Pensioners that were converted to Lifetime Honorary membership effective January 1, 2007, will not be reprinted in the magazine.

APRIL 2017
LOCAL

NAME

LOCAL

NAME

LOCAL

NAME

1

BREEDEN, THOMAS J

63

NOWDOMSKI, EDWARD P

433

BROWN, STEVEN B

3

BERNOTAS, GENE

75

ASHWORTH, KIM F

433

KOWAL, DANIEL J

3

FICKLING, ROY W

75

BOWYER, JONATHAN L

433

O HENLEY, BRIAN A

3

JONES, ULYSSES G

86

BOTTS, STEVE F

444

THACKER, EUGENE G

3

MILLER, JAMES E

92

MC MANUS, BURLIN D

512

PHILLIPS, RANDY C

3

WILLIAMS, DONALD E

92

MOORE, ADRIAN L

512

YEADO, DALE F

5

HARDESTY, EDMOND B

111

NOLL, RONALD E

549

EDDY, KERRY A

5

MIKULA, WILLIAM G

118

BENNETT, DENNIS J

549

LILLEY, LARRY D

7

DROUIN, CURTIS

155

BESS, BILL L

584

BEATTY, KENNETH A

7

PERRY, JOHN W

155

RODRIGUEZ, SANTIAGO J

584

DAWSON, ROBERT P

7

RYAN, CARL F

272

RUSSOMANO, GERALD W

584

JOLLIFFE, JAMES K

7

SNOW, JAMES L

361

ZAGGIA, EUGENE

597

AYCOCK, JOHN S

7

WISWELL, JAMES P

378

FAIRWEATHER, ROLAND R

625

BACA, MARIO

8

THOMPSON, CRAIG

383

SEEVERS, DENNIS

625

KEALOHA, WILLIAM K

11

O MALLEY, JOHN J

387

CALLIHAN, DONALD J

625

SHIMABUKURO, HOWARD H

11

SEDLACIK, JOSEPH J

393

HEDLUND, TOM E

700

SPENCE, JOHN

14

HOOVER, WES L

395

CLEVELAND, EVERETT L

721

ELLIOTT, LEONARD

17

HAAS, JOHN R

396

KILE, JERRY L

721

MARTIN, CLAUDE

17

MC CAFFERY, THOMAS P

396

LEHMANN, NORBERT E

721

VANHORNE, CALVIN

25

JEFFERY, JAMES J

396

THOMPSON, PATRICK A

736

BOWERMAN, WILLIAM W

25

JOLY, DANIEL

397

LYONS, ROLAND

736

JACOBS, ROBERT

25

KNURICK, KENNETH G

399

FOSS, CHRISTOPHER J

736

ROSS, IAN D

25

PROCTOR, MONTY L

399

QUINN, STEVEN R

752

MAC LELLAN, LARRY W

25

TURNER, LONNIE E

401

ALLEN, JAMES E

752

MAC LENNAN, STEVEN

40

GROTLE, MICHAEL J

401

LAWLESS, JOHN J

769

FORREST, CHARLES

40

SCANNELL, EDWARD

416

BUNCH, CLAUDE C

786

MAURICE, NORMAND

46

CRAYS, CHARLES M

416

CROMWELL, JOHN I

60

LUTKINS, ROBERT

416

DOMINGUEZ, RICHARD

International Ironworkers Festival
JULY 2017

The International Ironworkers Festival will be held August 11–13, 2017 in beautiful
Mackinaw City, Michigan. There is no better event to celebrate the hard work,
sacrifice and pride of union ironworkers. The Ironfest has something for everyone,
including vendor booths with the latest tools, apparel and technology, rides, games
and fun for the kids, entertainment, food, and of course, the ironworker skill competitions. For more information, go to www.ironfest.com, or www.mackinawcity.com/
ironworkers-festival-197.
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L.U.
NO.

MEMBER
NUMBER

NAME

CLAIM
NUMBER

AMOUNT

1
1
1

552810
639473
580197

BAZAN, LEONARD W.
COMPTON, HARRY L.
KELLY, WILLIAM F.

108748
108749
108675

2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00

3
3
3
5
5
7
7
8
8
8
8
11
11
12
17
17
17
17
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
24
24
25
25
25
28
29
37
44
44
44
46
46
48
70
70
70
70
75
75
79
84
86
86
86
86
92
92
97
97
118
135
147
155
155
167
172
172
172
361
361

984315
543437
659721
794633
585986
470195
1104857
644066
821379
461450
891039
1508488
656634
814572
593790
603706
1249288
833780
826599
770087
999145
826037
530140
805707
637422
405875
505915
950602
393649
795078
864314
704633
701459
639567
798022
913276
826742
849826
923895
389147
1426933
1084569
595289
1002171
840617
477212
952225
756707
574995
1023061
664252
917084
624651
1076597
576901
1238146
583423
804645
707672
287336
504077
694388
420829
789353
673419
691893

FIEJDASZ, EDWARD J.
HAROLD, EARL F.
WHITMER, JAMES A.
BELL, JAMES D.
WARD, EARL
ALBERTI, ANTHONY J.
RICHARDS, JOHN L.
BOOTH, JEROME C.
ELLEFSON, EDWIN
HICKMANN, EUGENE B.
NETT, WILLARD A.
CASALE, RALPH J.
TAFRO, VICTOR
BOYD, RICHARD W.
CURRAN, JAMES W.
NOVAK, WALTER
PATERAKIS, NICHOLAS M.
WANAT, ROBERT
DRAKE, DENNIS R.
ATKINSON, ROBERT K.
CARPENTER, EDWARD A.
CLODFELTER, LARRY M.
GAMBREL, CHARLES M.
HARVEY, GEORGE D.
SUTTON, ALVIN E.
ANDREW, FELIX E.
MOSER, GEORGE
COOPER, GARY D.
GORDON, MICHAEL A.
THOMPSON, JOHN L.
YORK, RICHARD E.
WELLS, DANNY O.
MILLER, RICHARD J.
FRONDORF, WILLIAM F.
GASKINS, EDDIE J.
PERSON, LONNIE R.
DENNY, MARK
ZILINSKI, ARNOLD J.
ROSIER, HAROLD A.
BASHAM, JAMES R.
BEATTY, CARRIE
CLARK, THOMAS N.
JOHNSON, THOMAS D.
SANCHEZ, LEONARD M.
SPEELMAN, BRUCE K.
STUBLEN, JOHN P.
COBURN, MARSHALL D.
CAMPBELL, JEFFREY B.
LIND, ROBERT R.
NEWTON, SAMUEL J.
SPRING, GARY M.
PETERS, WILLIAM G.
SCROGGINS, JAMES E.
LUCHT, RICHARD A.
THAUBERGER, FRED L.
RAINVILLE, WALTER M.
RILEY, MARVIN D.
MC COART, HENRY
BUNCH, CURTIS L.
NORRIS, DOSSIE E.
WILLIAMS, THOMAS E.
ADAMS, DAVID L.
CONAWAY, THEODORE W.
KEFFER, ROBERT E.
MAHER, PETER
WOLKEN, RONALD

108722
108676
108721
108750
108751
108677
108678
108752
108723
108724
108725
108679
108753
108726
108754
108728
108727
108755
108680
108756
108681
108757
108682
108683
108729
108758
108684
108685
108759
108760
108761
108686
108762
108730
108763
108764
108732
108731
108733
108687
108765
108766
108767
108735
108734
108768
108688
108689
108690
108769
108770
108771
108691
108778
108779
108692
108772
108773
108693
108774
108694
108695
108736
108737
108696
108697

2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
500.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00

L.U.
NO.

MEMBER
NUMBER

NAME

CLAIM
NUMBER

AMOUNT

377
377
378
378
378
378
387
393
395
395
396
399
416
416
416
417
444
512
549
568
584
623
625
700
700

1163643
609856
984848
1162445
1045550
672056
861931
792481
706812
402978
377898
1004623
543567
564669
596923
870275
983400
830134
457552
501840
877366
1110475
673465
1219318
733997

BARTLETT, FRANK
BIZICKI, MIKE
BURTON, FREDDY G.
HOPPER, NELSON
LEE, GARY F.
WEISS, ROBERT E.
WATTS, CHARLIE B.
CONLEY, BERNIE
CAMPBELL, JAMES F.
ZAIDEMAN, JAMES E.
STEADMAN, RUTHFORD
TIEMAN, JOHN M.
HEFLEY, JAMES R.
KISO, ORVILLE L.
MC GAUGHEY, JOHN R.
MC GUIRE, RAYMOND E.
SOBIN, PATRICK J.
CLEVELAND, DONALD E.
MC CAULEY, WILLIAM M.
MC KEE, EDWARD L.
POLK, HAROLD G.
BROWN, BLAINE A.
ISHIBASHI, PAUL S.
CLARE, LAWRENCE
HUGHES, ANGUS

108775
108776
108698
108738
108699
108739
108700
108777
108701
108702
108703
108704
108740
108741
108742
108705
108743
108706
108707
108708
108744
108709
108710
108780
108781

2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00

L.U.
NO.

MEMBER
NUMBER

NAME

CLAIM
NUMBER

AMOUNT

700
709
709
711
711
720
721
721
721
721
721
736
736
736
751
752
771
798
808
808
842

1222413
475756
1483730
499308
824403
1070276
713566
706631
729166
729152
714826
548095
601447
1487212
763480
855358
1165962
662650
812840
363273
1366980

IRELAND, CAREY
EVANS, WILLIAM M.
WILLIAMS, ROGER W.
MONTREUIL, FERNAND
ROBICHAUD, ROLAND
DRESCHER, DAVID M.
GIUSTINI, FRANCESCO
HORVAT, JOHN
MAC DOUGALL, DANIEL
MANTTARI, TUOMO
THERIAULT, GERALD
GRATTON, MAURICE
MAC EACHERN, LLOYD
MARTIN, WYATT R.
BENSON, KENNETH B.
GILLIS, WILLIAM J.
ROBERTSON, GLENN H.
HARDIN, JOHN C.
ESPERAS, JOHN W.
READ, JOHN W.
DUGUAY, ONILE

108714
108711
108745
108715
108716
108782
108783
108784
108717
108785
108718
108787
108786
108788
108712
108719
108789
108746
108713
108747
108720

1,750.00
2,200.00
500.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
800.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00

TOTAL DEATH BENEFITS PAID:

243,050.00

DISAPPROVED DEATH CLAIMS FOR APRIL 2017

NONE

PRESENTED BY

USA’S UNION-DEDICATED TV SERIES RETURNS

FOR AN ALL NEW SEASON
SUNDAYS AT 11 AM ET

Watch Brotherhood Outdoors
anytime on MyOutdoorTV.

Join us in
Chicago for
WOMEN

BUILD NATIONS

OCTOBER

13-15,
2017

Hyatt Regency
McCormick Place
Chicago

SAVE THE DATE

MORE
INFORMATION

CO-SPONSORED BY: North America’s Building Trades Unions & Chicago Women in Trades

JULY 2017

on the conference
hotel & registration
coming soon!
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